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Anya Tish Gallery is pleased to announce Three in 3 –D, a three-person exhibition from
th

th

July 13 to August 11, 2007. The Artists Reception will be on Friday the 13 , from 7pm – 9pm.
th

The show coincides with the annual summer ArtHouston event with an Open House on July 14 ,
from 11am – 5pm. The show features the artists George Grochocki, Garland Fielder and Jason
S. Brown, and is inspired by the formal play between two-dimensional representation and threedimensional presentation.
Born in Poland, George Grochocki is now a long established artist living and working in
Houston. His methodology includes elegance and a natural refinement, often constraining his
pallet to a minimum of elements. For years Grochocki has utilized a four-color system of black,
gold, silver and white, coupled with a simple square motif. These “areas” when endowed with
color become a commentary upon the dynamics of space. Grochocki has exhibited since the
1960’s in Poland and throughout Europe, and his works are in the permanent collections of
numerous museums, among them: Museum of Modern Art, Lodz, Poland; Exackte Tendenzen
Collection, Vienna, Austria; Constructivism Collection, Cholet, France; Museum of Modern Art,
Portland, OR.
Garland Fielder is an artist and writer living in Houston. He received his MFA from the
University of North Texas in 2005 and has been exhibiting both nationally and internationally
since. Fielder’s art is primarily concerned with the optical decision making process the viewer
has to reckon with when confronted with his imagery. The extraction of line and the flattening out
of structural elements are ways in which the artist plays with the phenomenology of formal
expectation.
Finally, Jason S. Brown is an artist currently working in Denton, Texas. He has been
included in several prestigious competitions and has been showing regularly in the state for
several years. His current body of work includes meticulously crafted wall-mounted sculptures
that evoke a minimalist tradition while bringing a fresh angle to the forefront. Through industrial
techniques, Brown maintains an individual and luscious quality to the objects he creates.

Anya Tish Gallery is located at 4411 Montrose. The gallery hours are Tuesday through
Friday, 10:30 – 6:00, and Saturday, 11:00 – 5:00.

